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executive and independent agency compo-
nents, numbering 1,884, make up 50 per-
cent of the total. The percentage was similar 
during the Trump years, with the differ-
ence that some entries then were explicitly 
deemed deregulatory.474

295 “Economically Significant” 
Rules in the Unified Agenda

A subset of the Unified Agenda’s 3,777 rules 
is classified as economically significant, 
which means that agencies estimate their 
yearly economic effects at $100 million or 
more. That generally reflects increased costs, 
although sometimes an economically signifi-
cant rule can be intended to reduce costs, 
which had been the case in Trump’s Execu-

tive Order 13771. As Table 7 shows, 295 
economically significant rules from 24 de-
partments and agencies appear at the active 
(prerule, proposed rule, and final rule), com-
pleted, and long-term stages of the pipeline. 

Figure 20 depicts 2021’s 295 economically
significant rules alongside those of the previ-
ous decade and a half. The number of eco-
nomically significant rules in the annual fall 
pipeline rose under President Obama, topped 
out twice at 224, and finished out 2016 with 
193.475 In Trump’s first fall Unified Agenda in
2017, the administration brought the count
down by 27 percent, an effect magnified by 
the fact that 30 of the 140 rules at that time 
were deemed deregulatory.

For comparison, Biden’s overall tally here 
exceeds Trump’s final gross count of 261 

Table 6.  Top Rule-Producing Executive and Independent Agencies 
(From Fall 2021 Unified Agenda, total of active, completed, and long-term rules)

Executive Agency Number of Rules
1. Department of the Interior 363

2. Department of the Treasury 360

3. Department of Transportation 301

4. Department of Commerce 269

5. Department of Health and Human Services 235

TOTAL 1,528

% of Total Agenda Pipeline of 3,777 40

Independent Agency Number of Rules
1. Federal Communications Commission 87

2. Small Business Administration 76

3. Securities and Exchange Commission 74

4. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 61

5. Federal Acquisition Regulation 58

TOTAL 356

% of Total Agenda Pipeline of 3,777 9

Top 5 Executives plus Top 5 Independents 1,884

% of Total Agenda Pipeline 50
Source: Compiled by the author from “The Regulatory Plan and Unified Agenda of Federal Regulatory and Deregulatory 
Actions,” Federal Register, Fall edition, and database, http://www.reginfo.gov. 

“Active” rules consist of rules at the prerule, proposed, and final stages.




